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Pool to be added to KSAC
Campus hopes
to see addition
by next year

Beatdown evangelism
“Do you know what kind of
savior this country needs? One
who turns the other cheek …
and then unleashes six successive strikes to his opponent’s
jaw.”

WORLD

World Water Day
“Several environmental science
graduate students are pursuing lifelong careers in this area.
They are currently completing
water, sanitation and hygienerelated internships in Africa,
India, Southeast Asia and Latin
America.”

LIFE & TIMES

The science behind the
best spring break ever
“Shed your winter woolies, dust
off those ﬂippy ﬂoppys and prepare for one heck of a week.”

IN BRIEF
Help with short ﬁlm
Kelsey Schwartz, Alex Martin,
Eric Riggs and Kelsey Getzin
are working on a short ﬁlm this
semester and are looking for
more students to participate.
They would like help with shooting, costumes, make-up, props,
taking photos, putting sets together, etc. Shooting will take
place on weekends in April.
Interested students can e-mail
Getzin for more information at
windsorﬁlms@gmail.com.

Summer employment
The Taylor Facilities Services
Department has summer work
opportunities for students in
Housekeeping, Grounds and
Maintenance. Taylor students
are given ﬁrst consideration for
these positions as long as they
have their applications submitted by Wednesday, April 21. Students submitting applications
after April 21 will be considered
equally with other college and
high school students. Applications for summer employment
can be obtained at the Boyd Facilities Services Building on the
west side of campus.

WEEKENDWEATHER
TODAY
64˚/ 43˚

SUNNY

SATURDAY
56˚/42˚

RAINY

SUNDAY
52˚/36˚

RAINY

By Yvette Rattray
Co-Editor in Chief
Taylor
administration
plans to begin constructing the
Eichling Aquatics Wing, an addition to the Kesler Student Activities Center, this summer.
The 3,700-square foot annex
will be constructed south of the
ﬁeldhouse and west of the Well.
The new facility will include faculty and staff ofﬁces, classrooms,
lab space and an aquatics unit.
For the ﬁrst time at Taylor,
students can sign up for classes
focused on water aerobics or
swimming.
“[The addition] will allow
Taylor’s Physical Education and
Human Performance department to add aquatics as a form
of exercise, research and training,” said Dr. Angie Fincannon,
dean of human performance
and athletics. “This will certainly enhance our offerings and opportunities for overall wellness,
for use as a modality in rehabilitation … [and] to learn skills for
areas of exercise physiology in
practice and research.”
The two-lane pool will provide academic beneﬁts: Exercise
Science and Health and Physical
Education students will use skills
and gain experience through ﬁtness aquatics to enhance their
areas of study, and students will
be able to teach swimming or research cardiovascular activity.
The administration hopes

students, faculty and staff take
advantage of the future two-lane
pool. The pool will not be limited
to athletics or students majoring
in exercise science, sports management or physical education,
but will be available to the Taylor community as a whole.
The annex’s impact will extend beyond the community on
campus to the community surrounding Taylor; Grant County
citizens will also have the opportunity to participate in swimming, aerobic and non-impact
exercise.

“Overall, health and wellness
are important goals to our Taylor community, whether it be
students, faculty or staff,” Fincannon said.
“[It] will really open a lot of
doors for Taylor that were not
opened before,” said Jim Garringer, director of print communications and media relations.
“In the past, students and faculty who wanted to swim went
to places like Marion to ﬁnd an
indoor swimming facility, but
this great addition will allow our
students, our teams, our faculty

and our staff, who want to swim
for an exercise, to have a place
right here on campus where they
can do that.”
The Taylor community can
use the pool as a resource for
exercise, training and rehabilitation of injuries.
Taylor’s sports teams will
beneﬁt from using the pool in
strength and aerobic training
during their off-season. Athletes will also beneﬁt from water therapy and rehabilitation
performed by athletic training,
which can enhance recovery

from surgery and injuries, Fincannon said.
Garringer and Fincannon
both expressed their gratitude
for the blessings the campus has
seen.
“This is more evidence of
God being at work at Taylor.
God has chosen to continually
bless this institution. It is a great
privilege,” Garringer said. “This
is just one more milestone along
the way.”
The Eichling Aquatics Wing
is scheduled to open in 2011.

Sophomore gains attention with YouTube video
Amateur
YouTube
video receives
500,000 hits
By Benita Lee
Contributor
The age-old “Star Wars”
against “Star Trek” battle was
recently given a new spin in an
unexpected form: A YouTube
video titled “Star Wars vs. Star
Trek” by sophomore Bill Parker.
What started out as a humorous video became an icon for
using special effects in amateur
video, giving Parker national
recognition, and about 500,000
hits on YouTube.

When the video went viral,
the Associated Press contacted
Parker via YouTube and chronicled his story in an article picked
up by the media, including ABC,
Fox News and CBS. Parker was
also featured on the front page
of Chicago’s Daily Herald, much
to his surprise.
The three-minute video humorously answers the question
of where the “Star Wars’” opening scroll goes when it recedes
from view. According to Parker,
a fan of both franchises, the
words pelt down on earth and
cause massive explosions until
“Star Trek’s” USS Enterprise
spaceship saves the day with its
powerful laser beams.
Parker, a media communication major with an emphasis in
ﬁlm production, initially came
up with the concept for the video

about ﬁve years ago. To do it justice, however, he waited until his
skills had advanced and technology had progressed to bring the
idea to life.
Over Christmas break, Parker
ﬁlmed the video in Warrenville,
Ill., in half an hour, and edited it
over the entire course of J-term.
He then incorporated the realistic visual effects with Adobe
After Effects, which he taught
himself to use. Parker assumed
his hard work would pay off, but
never expected such an overwhelming response.
“I’m a pretty big critic on
my own stuff, so if I liked it, I
[was] sure a lot of other people
would,” he said. “But I was surprised to get 500,000 views on
YouTube.”
Parker received hundreds of
positive reviews from YouTube

users congratulating him on a
job well done, as well as several
arguments between fans of “Star
Wars” and “Star Trek” about the
superiority of each.
However, as far as a sequel
goes, Parker is open to new ideas
but is unlikely to produce something along similar lines.
“Lightning doesn’t strike
twice in the same place in Hollywood … Something like this is
really a breakthrough for me,”
he said, “[but] you don’t just do
that again because everyone’s
already seen it … they’re not going to be impressed with that a
second time.”
Despite all the attention he
has been getting, Parker remains
unfazed and down-to-earth.
Many students have requested
his help on school projects or
YouTube video series, but he has

turned them down due to lack of
time. Although the enthusiastic
feedback Parker garnered has
solidiﬁed his decision to work
with visual effects within ﬁlmmaking, fame and prestige are
nowhere on his list of aspirations.
One of the lessons Parker has
learned from this experience is
an awareness of how his work
can potentially impact the lives
of others. He hopes to create
future ﬁlms underlining a profound message that will share
his perspective with the world.
“If I had expected so much
attention … I would have made
something with a message,” he
said. “As a Christian, I want to
be able to use my ﬁlmmaking in
a way that helps bring glory to
God.”

Upland residents discuss perceptions of Taylor
The following is the
second of a fourpart series covering
perceptions of Taylor
University.

Most residents
feel students
have positive
inﬂuence on
community
By Stephen Groves
and Erin Pabody
News Co-Editors
For nearly eight months a
year, Taylor ﬁlls Upland with
students from all different
backgrounds.
They
attend
Upland’s
churches, drive on its roads, eat
at its restaurant, and frequent
its gas stations. Since moving to
Upland in 1890, Taylor and the
town have been inextricably tied
to each other. But how does the
community perceive Taylor and
its students?
Events and ministries like

Community Plunge give students
a chance to interact with Upland
residents at the beginning of
the year, but perhaps, what
has a greater impact are the
daily interactions at the bank,
gas station, barber shop and
mechanic.
In a sampling of 60 Upland
residents, 56 said Taylor’s
inﬂuence on the surrounding
community is positive or very
positive.
This can be for several
reasons.
“It has a very positive
impact on me from a business
standpoint,” said Mike Pearson,
owner and manager of Upland
Tire.
He explained that Taylor
students provide a ﬂow of
customers for his business, but
also said he enjoys interacting
with them and that they have
a greater inﬂuence on the
community than many people
realize.
Others said conversations
with
students
are
an
encouragement in their daily
activities.
“[Taylor students] bring a
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Ball State program to
revitalize Upland

Taylor students take advantage
of outside scholarships
Students search
beyond Taylor
for ﬁnancial
assistance
By Mandolyn Hecox
Staff Writer
As the ﬁnancial aid ofﬁce makes
adjustments for one of the neediest
student bodies in recent history,
students are looking to outside
scholarships to ﬁll the gap between
ﬁnancial need and actual ﬁnancial
aid. In these tight economic times,
those willing to go the extra mile and
dig through pages of online search
results may receive just the rewards
they need.
Traditionally, outside scholarships
are awarded to high school seniors;
however, there are still some
scholarships that current Taylor
students can seek out.
“I am seeing more upperclassmen
who are getting outside scholarships,”
said Tim Nace, director of ﬁnancial
aid. “Most upperclassmen who
have outside scholarships received
renewable scholarships, but every
now and then I come across an
upperclassman who received a oneyear outside scholarship.”
While it might be a challenge to ﬁnd
an outside scholarship opportunity
available for upperclassmen, the
search is worth it.
“Scholarships replace parental
loans, and it’s going to chip away from
the student’s loan. It really is to their
advantage,” Nace said.
Michelle Hardwick, a freshman art
education major, was awarded two
outside scholarships. Hardwick, who
applied for scholarships for future
educators, didn’t get her scholarships
without hard work.
“I spent every Sunday after church

doing essays for scholarships while
my parents ﬁlled out as many forms
as they could. I wouldn’t be at Taylor
without the scholarships I have
received,” she said.
One scholarship was for this year
only, while the other is renewable for
all four years.
“One requires me to send them a
letter every semester to make sure I’m
still in school, then they’ll send me the
check,” Hardwick said.
Tyler Stafford, a freshman
biology/pre-med major, also receives

“Sometimes
a scholarship
just seems like
a ‘drop in the
bucket,’ but in
the end, any
amount really
helps.”
outside scholarships. Stafford was
awarded his two-year scholarship by
a community foundation.
“Everything helps nowadays,
especially at Taylor, with such high
tuition,” Stafford said. “Sometimes a
scholarship just seems like a ‘drop in
the bucket,’ but in the end, any amount
really helps, it’s less money that has to
be found elsewhere — especially when
that ‘elsewhere’ is usually loans.”
The current economic situation
may cause some to worry that there
will be fewer outside scholarships
available, but Nace discounts that

fear, saying that the ﬁnancial aid
department has seen a small increase
in the amount of students coming in
with outside scholarships.
“We have seen a bit more. The
scholarships are a little bit easier to
ﬁnd,” he said.
Nace said that current technology
and online scholarship sites have
been a great beneﬁt to those look for
outside scholarships. Scholarships
were originally listed in books in
libraries, that “were outdated as soon
as they were printed. Now, people are
paying more attention,” he said.
There are a lot of opportunities
and scholarships available, which can
seem overwhelming at times.
“You have to decide what you want
to follow up on,” Nace said.
There
are
several
quality
scholarship websites that allow
students to narrow their search
results to scholarships that are most
applicable.
“Fastweb.com seems to be the one
that most places are recommending
students go to. Another site is Finaid.
org. It has a wealth of ﬁnancial aid
information,” Nace said.
Nace reminded students that they
should remember to use caution
when navigating different websites
and offers.
“Don’t pay for anything, or give
any information away,” Nace said.
While
national
scholarship
opportunities
are
still
good
opportunities, Nace also encouraged
students to look around for more local
prospects.
“I think the local opportunities
that don’t make it online, those tend
to actually be more likely sources of
aid,” Nace said. Sometimes the local
Kiwanis club or Elks Lodge is the best
option for students because, Nace
said, “People like to know who they
are giving money to.”

Team of faculty,
students will host
“design Charrette”
By Stephen Groves
News Co-Editor
The Community Based Projects
program of the Ball State College
of Architecture and Planning and
community members across Upland
will be teaming together to dream and
plan a revitalization of the town of
Upland.
Last night, Ball State architecture
professors met with community
members to plan a three-day “design
Charrette.” A team of faculty and
students from Ball State’s College
of Architecture and Planning will
visit Upland April 8-10 to survey the
architectural and urban planning
potential of Upland, meet with various
community groups and present their
design and ﬁndings to the community.
“We would like to know the
community expectations for the future
of Upland,” said Michel Mounayar,
associate dean of the College of
Architecture and Planning.
The team will create a working
“studio” that will be accessible to the
public. Then, various community
representatives, such as educators,
senior citizens, merchants or a group
from Taylor will meet with the architects
to discuss their ideas for Upland.
Faculty from Ball State have already
surveyed some of Upland, noting its
unique urban planning features and
some of its potential.
Architecture and design professor
Harry Eggridge explained that Upland
already has great potential due to
the way it is laid out. From a visitor’s
standpoint, the town has two entries,
from highways 36 and 22, that welcome
people into town. He also said the fact
that downtown is centrally located with
most important buildings located there

was a good feature.
Eggridge’s plans seem to focus on
giving the downtown area a feeling of
life.
“The downtown could be designed
in such a way as to be a space for the
people of Upland,” he said.
Another key vision the faculty
mentioned was connecting Upland with
walking or biking paths. Both architects
said that the parks already existing
in Upland are a great way to connect
the town’s residents. Yet they also
saw potential in the railroad that runs
through the center of Upland being
converted to a path that would provide
a “linear passageway” to connect the
parks and residents.
Chip Jaggers, the executive director
of University Relations at Ball State
University, said that the plans had
potential to change many aspects of the
lives of Upland residents.
“It could be more than just a design
thing, it’s an entire lifestyle thing,” he
said.
Eggridge said he was excited about
the revitalization that could come to
Upland. He said that the “town and the
gown,” or the features of Upland and
Taylor University, made this a unique
project.
“There is a lot to Upland that is
interesting,” he said. “It is not full of
billboards and advertisement.”
He foresaw the changes coming
about in “layers of time and projects”
that could start with simple steps like
planting ﬂowers and painting buildings,
to creating parks or walking paths.
The Community Based Project
program from Ball State will bring
in a variety of students, including
architects, landscape architects and
even graduate students in urban design.
The program has worked in over 100
Indiana communities as well as places
as far away as New Zealand. It gives
students an opportunity to implement
the lessons they learn in the classroom
to real life situations. It is also a way
for the university to serve communities
and educate about urban design.

UPLAND, from page 1
spark,” said Bob Schweitzer, Upland
Health Center pharmacist. “We have a
lot of seniors [citizens] in here, and it
brings a different atmosphere.”
Not all residents see students in the
same light, however. Some felt students
are unaware of the lives of residents.
“The biggest criticism I’ve heard
over the years is that [students] seem
to be stuck in their own slice of reality,”
said Upland Tire technician Steve
Brinkerhoff. “They have a different set
of expectations than everyone else and
see themselves as privileged or superior
to town folk.”
Junior Katie Westrate, who is the
Community Outreach co-director, said
that she has encountered two different
reactions of residents to students.
“The ﬁrst is a positive experience.
This usually comes from people who
have been able to interact with students,
and have been able to build a deeper
relationship with them,” she said. “The
other is I think the community can feel
pecked at. They feel that we are here for
nine months and then we leave. They
may feel we are arrogant, white and
rich.”
In the sampling, the majority of
Upland residents felt that Taylor
students have a good amount of
interaction with the community.

However, 12 of the respondents said
there is not much interaction. One
respondent attributed this to the
fact that Upland does not have many
businesses.
Pearson thinks the interaction
depends on the individual student.
“Some students are outgoing, and
some aren’t so much,” he said.
Most respondents felt students
usually exhibit Christian virtues, and
most acknowledged that students are
not perfect.
“You always have a few who don’t
represent the school well,” Pearson
said.
History
professor
William
Ringenberg
said
students
can
sometime display immaturity through
things like speeding on the Upland
streets. However, he acknowledged
that students work hard to build
relationships too.
“We have a lot of students who work
at the churches. There is an emphasis
on ministry,” he said.
Several people mentioned that the
amount of interaction between Taylor
and the community has increased in
recent years.
“It’s changed drastically in the last
few years,” resident Cindy Brown said.
“When I was a kid, there wasn’t much

interaction at all.”
Ringenberg said there was a time
when there was a large division between
school and town.
“Under (president Milo) Rediger
and since, there has been an attempt to
improve relations,” he said.
Although interaction has improved,
there is room for growth and deeper
relationships between students and
residents.
Westrate encouraged students to

evaluate the way they perceive the
community.
“I would love to see us improve on
the vocabulary [we use to describe
Upland],” she said. “We say we live in the
middle of a cornﬁeld, or in the middle
of nowhere. We need to be aware that
this is where people live. ... We also live
here in Grant County and we don’t have
to wait for this big gleaming moment,
we should serve where we are at.”
There are many opportunities for the

town and the school to grow together.
“You always hear from people
who have lived here awhile that there
is always some type of division there
[between students and residents],”
Pearson said. “You hope the students
and town folk can live together and
encourage each other and develop
through situations.”
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World Water Day sparks awareness in Taylor community
By Larissa Malik, Kevin Crosby
and Dr. Michael Guebert
Contributers
You may have heard the statistics:
Nearly 1 billion people lack access to
clean water and 2.4 billion lack access to
sanitation, causing 3.6 million people to
die each year from water-related diseases. Out of these deaths, 43 percent are
due to diarrhea (mostly children) and
four children die every minute from easily preventable water-related diseases.
March 22, marks the 18th annual
World Water Day, a day designated by
the United Nations to focus on the global importance of freshwater resources.
This includes a wide range of issues such

as water-borne diseases, international
water conﬂicts, natural disasters such
as ﬂoods and tsunamis, irrigation shortages, hydropower and much more. This
year’s World Water Day is dedicated to
water quality.
In the United States, the relatively few
water issues we have are usually related
to quantity rather than quality, so it is
an easy issue to overlook. However, the
overwhelming majority of the world’s
population do not have such easy access
to clean, safe water.
This issue has caught the attention of
students and faculty at Taylor University. Every two years in January, Dr.
Michael Guebert leads a group of Taylor
students to Guatemala to work on water
resources, sanitation and hygiene. On

each trip, they work alongside people
from the communities and “missionary technicians” drilling and protecting

March 22 marks the 18th
annual World Water Day,
a day designated by the
United Nations to focus
on the global importance
of freshwater resources.
wells; building bio-sand ﬁlters, latrines
and rain water cisterns; and training
community health workers in hygiene
education methods.
About 95 percent of the water in Guatemala is contaminated, and drinking
that water leads to one of Guatemala’s
greatest problems: Diarrhea. Providing
families with household water ﬁlters,
latrines and improved hygiene practices
decreases the prevalence of diarrhea
and leads to healthier and more productive communities.
Several environmental science graduate students are pursuing lifelong careers
in this area. They are currently complet-

ing water, sanitation and hygiene-related internships in Africa, India, Southeast
Asia and Latin America. Others have
participated in water work in Virginia;
Alabama; Florida; Washington, D.C.;
and Texas.
A past theme of World Water Day was
“Caring for Our Water Resources is Everyone’s Business”.
Students can make a difference, even
in Upland, Ind., by becoming aware of
the problem and advocating for clean
water by telling others.
The UN reports that clean water is essential to economic growth and development, and investments in water are
typically very effective. So, donating to a
missions organization focusing on water
resources is a wise investment. Students
who want to get involvedcan take a stand
for safe water and sanitation by joining
or starting a “World’s Longest Toilet
Queue” event to raise awareness and
set a world record. Or, they could follow
through on the Beverage Fast Challenge
handed out during “Green Week” last
month.
Any way they choose, action toward
clean water and sanitation can be a tangible way to minister the truth and love
of Jesus to a world in need.

“The families have been applying a lot of pressure on the government, saying that with the
extradition of these leaders, the
crimes have gone unpunished.”
-Carlos Eduardo Jaramillo, a
former diplomat and security
adviser, about Colombia and
the U.S. extradition request

On This Day in History
March 19
1628

The Massachusetts colony was
founded by Englishmen.

1748

The English Naturalization Act
passed, granting Jews the right
to colonize in the U.S.

1909

The first bank robbery in
America was reported. The
City Bank of New York City lost
$245,000 in the robbery.

1915

Pluto was photographed for the
first time. However, it was not
known at the time.

1945

Adolf Hitler issued his “Nero
Decree” which ordered the
destruction of German facilities that could fall into Allied
hands as German forces were
retreating.

Lessons from Spain: Culture shock, contentment
By Jenna Stupar
Contributer
It’s a Thursday night in Seville, Spain,
and my lovely roommate, Rachel Beeh,
and I are dining with our host señora,
Ana. Over a meal consisting of a plate of
green beans and our favorite cheese and
bread (of course), Ana asks me how my
afternoon was. I reply that it was good
and tell her that I went to a prayer group
with some girls from the program here.
My señora drops her fork immediately,
looks at me through narrowed eyes and
asks me why in the world would I be
praying.
I’m ﬂabbergasted. I didn’t expect such
a strong response from her. I hesitate,
having no idea what to say or how to
even say it in Spanish, and mumble
something about it being a good way to
bring people together.

“McDonalds is very fashionable in Seville, and
feasting on a Big Mac,
large fries and beer for a
‘merienda’ (snack) while
stylishly clad is chic and
trendy.”
Rachel stops me mid-sentence with
her hand on my arm and a pitying expression on her face. She turns to Ana
and says in Spanish, “She meant group
for praying, not group for crying.”
Llorar (to cry) and orar (to pray) sound
a lot alike.
That was when I knew I had my work
cut out for me.

Aside from learning about my shortcomings as a Spanish student through
everyday reminders like the “to pray/to
cry” incident, I have learned a lot about
Spanish culture, different ways of life,
God and myself.
Seville is a tropical city in southern
Spain, peppered with palm trees, pigeons and people of all shapes and sizes.
I have the privilege of spending four and
a half months in this beautiful city, taking classes, living with a host señora and
completely immersing myself in the culture, which has meant a lot more than
perfecting the language while attempting to resist the famous “Spanish lisp.”
It has meant witnessing the thousands
of tiny dogs and children walking alongside their respective owners/parents, all
dressed like mini-adults in scarves, loafers, bows and frills. It has meant walking
absolutely everywhere, climbing seven
ﬂights of stairs to my apartment, hobbling up 36 ramps in a tower for art class
and icing my legs the next day.
It has also meant a ﬁrst-class ticket to
viewing the ever-famous European fashion at its ﬁnest, which can be described
best through a metaphor: peacocks. The
women dress in very dark, severe clothes
- leather, blouses, boots; black, grey, the
occasional pop of white. And in stark
contrast, the men wear tight corduroys
in a spectrum of bright colors (even purple) and ﬂuorescent sweaters to match.
And, by the way, T-shirts, jeans, zip-ups
and sweatpants are strictly prohibited.
Violators will feel severely judged.
Couples are obsessed with each other,
especially since Spaniards typically do
not have people over to their houses.
Let’s just say that PDA is not uncommon
here. The river-walk at sunset puts the
9:30 Loop Rush to shame.
Despite these differences, there is some
familiarity here. McDonalds, Burger
King and even KFC have made several

appearances - however, with a European
twist. McDonalds is very fashionable in
Seville, and feasting on a Big Mac, large
fries and beer for a “merienda” (snack)
while stylishly clad is chic and trendy.
Aside from simply observing the cul-

“But amidst all the enlightening

experiences

I’ve had here, one thing
I’ve learned for sure is to

as well as being consistently reminded,
that you stick out like a 65-year-old man
at a Jonas Brothers concert.
I’ve learned to ﬁnd contentment in this
constant “uncomfortability” because
I know that it will make me grow. And
grow I have - in ways that I could not
even begin to describe. Being completely
out of my comfort zone has forced me to
recognize who I really am and have been
created to be, and I’m trying to grow into
that person.
Now, if I can just get started on growing my European wardrobe.

www.on-this-day.com

be content when I’m not
comfortable.”
ture here, I have also experienced it. Rachel and I take ﬂamenco dance classes,
paint the occasional Spanish fan, buy
Euro clothes, go for strolls, eat oranges
with utensils, joyfully take advantage of
siesta and sacriﬁce meals for the sake
of gelato. We have learned the bus and
train system well, in addition to mastering how to pass time in the stations
because you missed your bus and have
to wait an extra three hours for the next
one.
We’ve also learned that blonde hair attracts a lot of attention, whether for the
good (patience when our Spanish fails
us) or the bad (the creepy men behind
us in the supermarket lines who touch
our hair).
But amidst all the enlightening experiences I’ve had here, one thing I’ve
learned for sure is to be content when I’m
not comfortable. I wouldn’t trade my experience here for anything in the world,
but it’s hard to feel comfortable living in
a house that’s not yours, attempting to
speak a second language, and knowing,
Riots on religious ground
Rwanda- A ﬁre broke out in the Kasubi
Tombs, which is considered a religious
place. During a week of mourning,
Uganda’s president visited the site and
protesters tried to keep him from the
tombs. Police ofﬁcers killed three protesters.
New Taliban tactics
Afghanistan- The Taliban is implementing an intimidation tactic in Marja, Afghanistan. The goal is to undermine the
government’s attempts to strengthen
themselves and regain stability. Their
attempts have intensiﬁed over the last
two weeks. There has been at least one
beheading.
Europe ﬁghts economy downfall
Germany- In reaction to news of a possible new recession, many European
countries have implemented large cuts
in spending. Germany, called Europe’s
“economic taskmaster” by the New
York Times, has been pressing for the
more indebted nations to cut spending.
Rocket ﬁre causes death
Gaza- A visit on Thursday from the European Union’s Baroness Catherine
Ashton was interrupted by an unusual
death. A rocket ﬁred from Gaza killed a
foreign worker in Israel. The death was
the ﬁrst caused by rocket ﬁre in three
weeks.

WORLD

Suggested division in Nigeria
Nigeria- Nigerian leader Muammar Gaddaﬁ suggested that Nigeria be divided
into a Christian and Muslim state. This
suggestion has caused many reactions.
As a result, the Nigerian ambassador
has been recalled to Libya.
Government protests continue
Thailand- The red shirts of the groups
protesting the government plan to remain after four days of rallies. They
have, however, lost numbers. There
were more than 100,000 people who
began the protest and only 40,000 remain now.
Catholic paper triggers violence
Malaysia- A church in Malaysia caught
ﬁre and was completely destroyed. The
attack was sparked by a Catholic weekly
newspaper challenging Christians’ use
of the word “Allah” to describe God.
Haitian children are returned home
Haiti- Nine of the 10 Americans who attempted to take “orphaned” children to
the Dominican Republic have been released. Laura Silsby, the leader of the
group, is still being held. The 33 children
were returned to their biological families
on Wednesday.
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Editors’Travels
Cinema Center
437 East Berry St.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Fort Wayne Cinema Center Inc. is a not-forprofit film society nestled in downtown Fort
Wayne. As their mission statement reads, they
are “dedicated to bringing the best of independent, foreign, documentary, classic, and specialty
films that otherwise might not be shown in northeast Indiana.”
Less than an hour away, the theatre is located
in the Hall Community Arts Center, a rustic, dark
brick building with a lot of charm. The foyer has
a small concessions stand with a great selection
of candy, drinks and popcorn that won’t totally
empty your wallet like commercial theaters do.
Students get a discount, so bring your ID!
And it hosts a great selection of fabulous films
that don’t hit the mainstream circuit. If you were
totally lost when it came to many of the nominated
films at the Oscars, this is a great place to catch
up. “The White Ribbon,” nominated for Best Foreign Language Film and Best Cinematography
opens today. “The Messenger” and “The Last
Station” have been playing most recently, each
receiving two Oscar nods.
Showtimes vary, so check out CinemaCenter.
org for more information.
Next stop: Spring Break!

YO, ADRIENNE

!

(AND ALISSA)

Students share opinions, challenges surrounding Lent
Traditionally understood as a Roman Catholic practice, Lent works its way into Evangelical practices
by Rachel Kiely and
Adrienne Chaudoin

February

17th

signaled the start to
a season of less. For

for Lent.
Senior Arne Fahlen gave up cookies from the
Grille for Lent.

as well. Junior Julie Caldwell instilled the practice

For a period of 40 days, we are trying to reflect

of praying five minutes each day and going on a

upon our commitment to God, including things that

“The lunch dates thing is to make sure that I’m

are not participating in Lent, this means a season of

tough to see them all the time and see my friends

taking time out of my own schedule to connect with

more: more bandwidth and more dessert choices.

Catholic practice for new converts to prepare for
baptism on Easter.
The 40-day period begins with Ash Wednesday, signifying the biblical practice of repentance.
Although not necessarily only for new converts, the

others, to see how they are doing with their own

“I gave [cookies]
up because the act is a
small reminder of
what Christ gave up
for us.”

40 days of Lent are still viewed as a preparation for

-Just wants to be punny

Dear Punny,
Let me tell you a story about someone like you.
There was a man who entered a local paper’s pun con-

“I love Grille cookies and eat one every meal. It’s

Lent is traditionally understood as a Roman

Scenes from Intramural
Championships

lunch date once a week.

Taylor students who

Enjoy it while it lasts.

Upland March Madness

Yo, Adrienne!
My friends tell me that all my jokes are puns. Is
this a bad thing?

lives,” Caldwell said. “[The purpose of Lent] is to
take a segment of the year to really get closer to God
before going into the season of Easter. People don’t
look at the real reason or purpose of Lent before
they decide what they are going to give up. They
use it to challenge themselves in one aspect of life

test. He sent in 10 different puns hoping at least one

“People don’t look at the
real reason or purpose of
Lent before they decide
what they are going to give
up. They use it to challenge
themselves...”

of the puns would win but, unfortunately, no pun in ten
did. Like you, this guy didn’t feel accepted. But if I told
you that what you’re doing is average, then I’d just be
being mean.
Does the name Pavlov ring a bell? Like his dogs,
maybe your friends will eventually catch on. After all,
seven days without a pun makes one weak. If not, you
should tell them that if they think they’re so classy, they

that doesn’t really have to do with their relationship

should be teachers (unless they’re cross-eyed, be-

with Christ.”

cause then they couldn’t control their pupils). Then go

Holy Week: The week leading up to Easter Sunday.

eating them when I can’t eat one. I gave them up

In an article by Elliot Grudem and Bruce Bene-

Originally ruled out for promoting salvation

because the act is a small reminder of what Christ

dict titled, “Why Bother With Lent?” they explain

Lent is drawing to a close: Palm Sunday is just

hang out with mushrooms, they’ll accept any fun guy,

gave up for us,” said Fahlen.

or clocks, they’re always up for seconds, or fish, just

through works and not faith, Lent is gradually
working its way into evangelical communities, including Taylor.
Among students interviewed, Facebook, curse

that Lent is rooted in a number of Biblical things

over a week away. Good habits may stick, bad habits

Although students are sacrificing bad habits or

besides sacrificing something that may serve as a

may return. But hopefully the 40 days act not only

time-consuming activities, some view it as a chal-

gap in our relationship with God. “Historically, [the

as a preparation for Good Friday and Easter Sun-

lenge.

new converts] were encouraged during the 40 days

day, but also as a reminder of how we should live
every day.

words, solitaire, internet shopping, pointless inter-

“I gave up sweets because it seemed like a good

to engage in regular times of repentance and con-

net games and sweets of all kind were given up for

thing to give up,” said junior Karen Cleary. “It is

fession and to seek reconciliation with those whom

the 40 days. The little Girl Scouts perched at the top

partially to think about God and control, but par-

they had sinned against, and been sinned against

of the DC with their tantalizing cookies were sent as

tially for Spring Break.”

- the very spiritual disciplines that every Christian

a great temptation for all of us who gave up sweets

might serve as a gap between us and our Creator.

Lent sometimes takes the form of adding a habit

SB ‘10 ALTERNATIVES TO ALCOHOL

from which to express it. I definitely

Some people go to mass, others

have been learning a lot about com-

take their children to parades and a

swarmed

munity – particularly what it looks

lot of people drink on St. Patrick’s

around

like in relation to the body of Christ.

Day. After returning from a full day

us. On St. Patrick’s Day, we were the

However, I have been learning even

in Dublin, we smelled like sin. For

only tourists in Dublin not dressed in

more about myself as a result of be-

a day celebrating the bringing of

bright green and orange costumes.

ing an integral part of this very small

Christianity to Ireland, Dublin turns

As we watched the parade march

community. In addition, my lead-

into a place of attention-seeking – a

by from the rooftops of Dublin, we

ership position as a P.A. has often

self-destructive mass of people. Beer

were participating in the best kind of

required me to take a step back to

bottles crash against the walls. Feet

learning – the type where all we do is

analytically observe how such a com-

stick to the layer of alcoholic filth

experience life.

munity operates so this knowledge

on the ground. Sirens scream in the

may be used to further improve the

background.

Elaborately-costumed Dubliners of all ages wait to catch a glimpse of the procession.

functionality of the group.

But ultimately, do whatever your heart tells you, organ donors do. Try different ways of joking around. Try

keep Stalin around waiting for other people to

green

On the Irish Studies Program,

drop ‘em a line!

But don’t be like Russia during World War II and

A sea

being in such an absolutely beautiful

Junior Katie Matthers shoots to help her
team win by 10 points.

cooking: Stir-fry cooks come from all woks of life.

The life & times of (elsewhere): Ireland
of

Senior Kelly Waterman keeps the ball from
going out of bounds during their winning
game.

developing your photographic memory. Or take up

should engage in daily.”

by Bethany Webb
Contributor

Junior Jordan Cole drives past multiple defenders to the hoop.

Denny’s Four Berry Fizz
Cheeseburger in Paradise’s Island Paradise
Steak and Shake’s Side-by-Side
Chili’s Strawberry Lemonade
Arnold Palmer
Sonic’s Cherry Limeade
Shirley Temple
Red Lobster’s Sunset Strawverry Smoothie

solve your problems.

Tang
Energy drinks
Protein shakes
Soda fountain suicides
Milk
Crystal Light’s On-the-go packets
Egg nog
Hawaiian Punch

Answering your
questions one round at
a time.
echo.lifeandtimes@gmail.com

A picture of a fun day filled with

country has been an evident, every-

One day this week, in honor of

green clothing turns hopeless as time

day and tangent reminder of God’s

St. Patrick’s Day, we participated in

wears on into the night. I’ve seen the

beauty. I think the aesthetically

a “monastic” chapel. We sang hymns,

contrast in St. Patrick’s Day. Chris-

pleasing nature of this country or any

listened to monastic chants and wait-

tianity in Ireland is celebrated with

country greatly helps to foster a new,

ed in silence. As we heard St. Patrick’s

some beautiful traditions and some

fresh kind of spiritual intimacy with

confessions, I realized how faithful

ugly realities. Yet as the imposter of

God.

St. Patrick was to God. Before this ex-

St. Patrick danced around the parade,

Although a good number of the

perience, I had never really thought

I could not help but be thankful for

Taylor student body has studied in

much about the life of St. Patrick, but

the truth that St. Patrick brought to

Ireland and can retell their experi-

the spiritual regeneration he intro-

Ireland and the impact those truths

ences, everyone has a different story

duced to Ireland changed the rest of

have had in Ireland and the rest of

to share and a different perspective

history.

the world ever since.

Comic illustrated from a real life experience

Hopeful hand brushes,
encouraging eye contact,
and stirring second glances

Are you this guy? Write to us at echo.lifeandtimes@

gmail.com and we’ll connect you. If you have an missed
connection of your own or one of your friends, send us a brief
recap of the encounter. Include the time, location, story and
any other useful information, and we’ll turn your words into a
comic in next week’s issue.
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other “oscar” picks

Observations on the Oscars
By Julia Berger
Senior Editor
This year’s Oscars proved interesting, to say the least. There were 10
Best Picture nominations – up from
five in previous years – and continuous speculations of how many awards
“Avatar” would win after its tremendous success in theaters began even
before the nominations were released.
The disagreements came between
“Avatar” and “The Hurt Locker” as to
who would win the most. Both films
received nine nominations, seven
of which were in direct competition
against each other. “The Hurt Locker”
ended up winning six of the nine categories while “Avatar” only won three.
After so much press involved with
“Avatar” and its success, it was good
to see other solid films win awards
they deserved.
The serious debate between Sandra

Bullock and Meryl Streep was a primary hot topic prior to the Oscars, and in
the end Bullock won the award. Much
consideration went into the awards
and while many viewers disagreed with
the final outcome, many others argued
that Bullock’s performance was worthy
of such recognition.
While Streep played Julia Child with
perfection, she was only in half of the
movie “Julie & Julia.” Had she been
the primary actress with significantly
more screen time, questioning the
award would have more merit. The fact
is, Bullock played a complete role and,
without her, the film would not have
earned the $250 million that it did in
the box office.
There will always be movies that
should have won awards, and while
that is a part of the excitement of
award ceremonies, a couple of films
surprised everyone by not winning
more awards.

After all the discussions prior to the
ceremony, “Inglorious Bastards,” “Precious: Based on the Novel ‘Push’ by
Sapphire” and “Up in the Air” had legitimate chances at winning more, but for
one reason or another, they seemed
less impressive to the Academy.
Maybe it’s just me, but I thought the
dancing performances for each nominated score were slightly weird and out
of the ordinary. I’m willing to let it go
because the scores were beautiful and
“Up” won the Oscar. I can’t comment
with authority on “The Hurt Locker”
or “Fantastic Mr. Fox” scores, but the
other three put up solid competition
for the award, making the Oscar mean
that much more.
This year was a big year for the film
industry with many of films provoking
more thought than entertainment. With
that frame of mind going into 2010, I’m
looking forward to seeing what directors come up with.

Oscar the Grouch
• The Garbage Pail Kids
• Grumpy Old Men

Oscar De La Hoya
• Raging Bull
• Cinderella Man

Oscar of “The Office”
• Brokeback Mountain
• Office Space

What the kids are into these days
A&E that the Echo staff is diggin’ on

Andrew morgan
Sports Editor

TV: “MXC”
movies: “Doomsday,” “Rambo” (2008)
Book: “The Rum Diary” by Hunter S. Thompson

Adrienne chaudoin
Life & Times Editor

TV: “Jimmy Fallon”
music: Alphabeat

Laura vela
World Editor

Music: The Weepies
movies: “The Prestige,” “Space Jam”
Books: “Mansfield Park” by Jane Austen

stephen groves
News Editor

TV: “Community”
Books: “The Almost True Story of Ryan Fisher”
by Rob Stennett, “The Grand Weaver “by Ravi
Zacharias

colby spear
A&E Editor

Music: Toro Y Moi, The Tough Alliance
Books: “The Sound and the Fury” by William
Faulkner

Bowerbirds
Concert Review

The Love & War Masterpeace
Raheem DeVaughn

The Bachelor Season 14
TV Show Review

Having just returned from covering the excitement at the
Second Annual Gary, INDIEana Folk Music Festival (which
included greats like Swift Minxes, Fawnkiller, The Horns and
Fungi Aggregate) I was pleasantly surprised to learn that Bowerbirds was playing a show here at Taylor.
If you weren’t at the show in the Union last Saturday, you
really missed out. Opening for Bowerbirds was heartbreaker
Mario Gonzales, playing an original set list, accompanied by a
pirate with a tambourine. But in all honesty, it was really Justin
Rutzen’s ravishing harmony in a cover of Sufjan Stevens’ “Casimir Pulaski Day” that stole the show. Just kidding.
The first thing attendees noticed about Bowerbirds was their
appearance: They wore untamed beards and flannel shirts that
would be fitting for Oktoberfest/melon gourd/squirrel wrangling/
camping retreats/bike races/Chaco-and-rolled-jeans-wearing/
Wild West Week/mountain climbing/boulder heaving/scuba
diving/hippopotamus wrestling. Plus, there was a lady with an
accordion.
The notion of a folk band playing inside a spaceship may
seem paradoxical, but midway through the set, I became convinced I was sitting on a woodsy mountain overlook or lying in a
tranquil grassy prairie.
So what set Bowerbirds apart from the rampant horde of
dime-a-dozen mediocre folk bands?
It is their combination of expressive lyrics, sung in complex harmonies that evoke vivid images of the outdoors. For
example, the driving force of crowd-favorite “In Our Talons” was
the accordion coupled with the band’s imitation of bird song
and beetle chirps.
A unique style of percussion tied the songs together. More
than simple beat-keeping, the drums added a new element to
each song by emulating a jazzy, back-beat style that really set
the band apart.
Between other excellent songs like “Northern Lights” and
“House of Diamonds,” the band engaged in quirky banter
complemented by oversized water jugs.
If Mother Nature had an iPod, Bowerbirds would dominate
the play count.

With an album name like “The Love & War Masterpeace,”
there’s no doubt that Raheem DeVaughn had his sights set on
greatness. In fact, not only is there a song entitled “The Greatness,” but the self-described “R&B hippie neo-soul rock star
[sic]” stuffs the tracklist with a prestigious lineup of 14 guests,
including Ludacris, Anthony Hamilton, Jill Scott and, oddly,
Cornel West, who delivers spoken-word interludes to give the
album a historical ambience.
Brazenly pulling tricks from every chapter of the Marvin Gaye
playbook, DeVaughn seems uncertain whether he’s a Motown
guy, a social commentator or just a slick purveyor of unbridled
sensuality. Couple this with the often distracting presence of his
guests, and what you get is something disoriented and nonsensical — come to think of it, much like love and war.
Nonetheless, five or six of the tracks are enjoyable in a standalone sense, but they’re not enough to bring DeVaughn into the
ranks of R&B’s reigning royalty, and they’re certainly not enough
to turn the tides on this disintegrating genre. But you still have
a few months before D’Angelo drops his next album, so if your
iTunes is lacking a velvety touch, the “Masterpeace” might be
worth your 10 bucks.

Handsome, sensitive, tragically lonely and armed with a killer
set of abs, Jake Pavelka appeared to be the perfect white
knight to carry any princess into forever. The fairy tale that is
ABC’s “The Bachelor,” however, quickly turns away from juvenile material, opting for a more modern and mature focus.
The basis of the show is that 25 astoundingly beautiful
women compete for the love of one daringly handsome man in
hopes that, at the end of the show, this bachelor has found his
soul mate and true love. As could be expected, the competition between the women turns heated early in the series, and
the showcase of atrocious personalities in the early episodes
is almost unbearable. Systematically weeding out the women
whom he found unsuitable, Jake eventually settled upon a final
pair of women.
One of the remaining two was the innocent, romantic,
almost-chaste Tenley, who insisted that physical passion come
after emotional. The other was the nearly consistently repulsive
Vienna, who literally tried to crawl into bed with Jake five weeks
before the end of the show. In a decision that upset nearly
everyone and surprised almost no one, Jake chose Vienna and
their physical flame over Tenley.
The show is scripted to the point of hilarity, lacking both logic
and morals, and was ultimately unsuccessful, as Jake and Vienna are rumored to no longer be engaged. Despite all of this,
it is utterly addicting, and I found myself cheering for my favorite
contestants week after week. However ridiculous, this is a fairy
tale that will continue to grow in popularity.

Steve Etheridge

Dash Wieland

Do you enjoy reading this page? If not, please
send concerns, questions, or potential contributions to our customer service representative at
colby_spear@taylor.edu

Rating: 4 Chaco-wearers out of a potential 5 were in attendance
The Rural Hipster
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Boredom 101
By Thad Harmon
Columnist
Lately, I’ve noticed an exponential
decrease in my motivation to learn (attend class, complete assignments, sit
through entire episodes of Discovery
Channel shows, etc.).
While perhaps the most honest and
direct reason for this phenomenon is
depression, no one wants to read about
that over a savory chicken wrap, and
I’m convinced that there may be a more
interesting, titillating and vaguely conspiratorial cause behind my problems.
At this point, I could probably reference the tyrannical nature of the federal government, claim that an elitist
group is behind any and every major
natural disaster of the past 20 years or
simply plea insanity, strip naked and
romp around the DC singing, “This
land is your land,” but surely all that’s
been done before, and my singing voice
leaves something to be desired.
Instead I am going to place the blame
for this ennui squarely between the
shoulders of the educational system.
As I approach my 16th year of formal
education, I’ve begun to notice more
and more a vague sense that the world
has ended.
Not in the Tom Cruise-and-screeching-blonde-daughter sense, but in the
aliens-land-on-earth-after-man’s-destruction-and-attempt-to-understandour-ways sense.
Like aliens, it has become the job of
us student-types to learn all that we can

OPINIONS

about what was discovered, how it can
be replicated and indeed, what the signiﬁcance is. We are to duplicate experiments, learn literary theory, memorize
important dates, etc.
All in the hopes of coming to understand a little bit better a great deal of information that has very little to do with
our direct experience.
This mind-numbing orientation
wouldn’t be all that bad if, in fact, mankind had been obliterated. However,
since we have not been destroyed and it
seems that we will be around for quite
some time to come, this perception is
troubling.
If the education system took ﬂesh, I
can imagine it grabbing me by the ear
during recess and saying, “It’s all been
done before laddy, learn it and love it.”
To which I would irrevocably respond,
“Fine, let me go home then.”
A sense of wonder and tenuousness is
lacking. Creativity is not truly encouraged. It is as if everything has been
nailed to the wall of an RV, and we are
locked in as it wobbles down an unseen
path. Sometimes I want to break out,
build a campﬁre and howl at the moon.
But alas, I’d eventually die of starvation. So I’m here, pursuing an education.
In actuality, I am quite aware that individuals all over the world are pioneering original notions. Our professors
here at Taylor are generally enthusiastic as they foster growth and encourage
innovation (need I cite our billboard on
the freeway: “Relentless Discovery”?).
If anything, this school reminds me
that there is purpose in education and
that mystery abounds under heaven.
Still, it’d be nice to learn more about
the gaping holes in the wall of mankind’s
collective knowledge, and less about the
wallpaper we conceal them with.

Spiritual coldcock

By Steve Etheridge
Opinions Editor
Do you know what kind of savior this
country needs?
One who turns the other cheek … and
then unleashes six successive strikes to
his opponent’s jaw.
One who knows that being a man
means staying away from Barbie stuff
like compassion and kindness. One
with knuckle hair so long he could ﬂoss
with it. One who, even if in the most
eye-popping, blood-stopping chokehold, would never, ever tap out.
Yes, this is the kind of savior we need,
at least according to the ﬁghters at
Xtreme Ministries in Nashville (“Where
Feet, Fist and Faith Collide”), along with
more than 700 other churches across
the country that have embraced mixed
martial arts as a ministry tool.
Mixed martial arts, for the wusses and
pansies not in the know, is a full contact
combat sport that mashes together the
hematic thrills of street brawling with
the skill and precision of several martial
arts traditions.
It’s the kind of thing that, outside of
the formal sanctions of evangelism,
your mom would never let you participate in. It has skyrocketed in popularity and grown into a multibillion dollar
industry, much in thanks to the phenomenal success of Ultimate Fighting
Championship, the sport’s pre-eminent
promotion company.
Of course, like all cultural phenomena with faithful followers and immense
ﬁscal potential, mixed martial arts can
easily be tailored for proselytizing. Case
in point: These 700-plus churches.
“What led me to ﬁnd Christ was that
Jesus was a ﬁghter,” said Brandon
Beals, the head “ﬁght pastor” at Canyon Creek Church in Seattle, in a recent
“Times” proﬁle. His ministry and ones
like it seek to reach a demographic of
men who have been turned off by an
overly feminized Christian faith.
With verses like 1 Timothy 6:12 encouraging believers to “ﬁght the good
ﬁght of faith,” disguising a pulpit as a
caged-in octagon is an easy thing to do,
and the ideology translates conveniently into metaphor.
Take, for instance, this snippet from
the “Anointed Fighter Handbook,” a

devotional marketed toward ﬁghters,
“not sissies” (you can only be one or the
other):
“[W]e must step inside the cage of
life and battle the enemy. Our enemy
is a cunning creature. He knows how to
punch and kick us off the path of righteousness. He attempts to choke out the
light of the Lord in our lives. We can tap
out or we can ﬁght him.”
The author equates spiritual warfare
with actual hand-to-hand combat, insinuating to any new or potential believer that righteousness — or at least
the eradication of evil — is achievable
through physical dominance of an opponent.
While this approach may be appealing to young, directionless tough guys,
what happens when one of these guys
makes a decision to accept salvation
through Jesus Christ?
How will they respond when they realize that “ground-and-pound” is not a
Fruit of the Spirit, and that gentleness
and peace are hard to demonstrate
when bloodying someone’s face?
My guess is there will be a great deal
of disillusionment. They’ll recognize
that they came to believe through an unsound emulation of secular culture, one
fraught with hypocrisy and misleading
ideology. And they’ll be repulsed.
Because, see, while it’s ineffective to
try to pound your beliefs into a nonbeliever’s head, it’s even more ineffective
when you’re literally pounding them
into his head.
Undoubtedly, God can be gloriﬁed
through sports — through an athlete’s
conduct, their exertion, their perseverance — but this cannot be done through
manipulating the sport itself and the
minds and hearts of the participants.
Those hoping to use mixed martial
arts for evangelism need to look to examples like Matt Hughes, a Christian
and one of the sport’s most decorated
champions, whose humility and grace
at the pinnacle of success speaks so
much louder than any devotional book.
In the storied corridors of sports history, no athlete’s agendas or exhortations have ever come close to stirring
our souls and exhilarating our minds in
the way the in-game feats and triumphs
have.
Athletes who are Christians, then,
should make their focus excellence: To
give God their utmost in both skill and
character, trusting that their talents are
beneﬁcial to His kingdom.
Anything else — gimmickry, deception through the imitation of culture —
is just skirting the real challenge.

Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.edu by 3 p.m.
Wednesday. They should be no longer than 400 words. Due to volume,
we cannot print all opinions articles that we receive. Please keep your
opinions as concise as possible.
The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.
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I’d fail economics if I took it

By Jessica Martini
Columnist
Two fortune cookies in a row told me
that I will inherit a large sum of money.
Certainly seems unlikely since I’m not
an heir to any rich person’s fortune.
And given the fact that my only forsure plan for the post-grad world is to be
writing, I can’t see any big sums coming
my way in that respect, either. But two
cookies in a row can’t be wrong.
People think I’m a little batty not
only because I have no real plans for
making money after college, but mostly
because I don’t seem to care.
It would be one thing if I were of
some afﬂuent name-brand family
whose recession woes amounted to a
couple of empty rental properties in the
Florida Keys.
Or if I were the kid who paid for Taylor
with her credit card. Then I could wink
at future employment and the workingman’s lot in life. I’m not that kid; given
the evidence, I should be worrying.

Security is what we’re buying in college, right?
Despite our common Bible-built
foundation, we still have quite the regular, worldly idea of economy. I still hear
the questions all the time: “What are
you going to do after college? How are
you going to make money?”
Money, money. Money. It tends to be
the focus of all of those conversations
about “after May” that come up almost
hourly these days. Because school is an
investment in a secure lifestyle.
Well, what if I propose security is not
the treasure we often assume it to be?
Do I think getting a high-paying job is
bad? Nope. But I realize the American
mentality of what we must have is getting dished out in big portions. Not just
to the faceless crowds via the media or
something, but to us.
That mentality tells us that of course
we need a house of a certain size, a vehicle, a certain income and other essentials because all this is the basis of life.
We live in a material world, and the
game plays like this: You ﬁnd a way to
pay for a liberal arts education (loans,
scholarships, savings if possible) and
then you get your money’s worth – ﬁnd
a good job with good beneﬁts (as if to
justify investing in school). Isn’t that
what it’s all about?

What many educated Americans
see as “must haves” are only dreams to
most of the world’s citizens. That isn’t a
reason not to have things.
It really isn’t the having that I’m most
concerned about. It’s the attitude of
control we take on: To make sure we
support ourselves ﬁrst and foremost.
Forget divine provision – we aren’t going to gamble with that.
The equation of the world shouldn’t
work for us – because we recognize a
Father who provides and a purpose
above personal comfort and security.
What is that about “Seek ye ﬁrst the
kingdom of God …”? Sounds like an
equation of trust.
Generally it is the people who grew up
well-off who worry the most about having enough. Not everyone at Taylor had
a well-off household, but a lot did, and
maybe we need to hear that the worldly
equation, education=money=security,
isn’t the point.
Not to disrespect your parents or
advisers, but security doesn’t need to
be your ﬁrst place. It’s a pretty ﬂeeting
fortune, anyway. In fact, why not delete it from the list of post-grad hopes?
Take some purposeful risks. And all the
things that you really must have shall
be added unto you.

2,531,120. The number of men willing
to suffer and die to protect and preserve
our freedom. This freedom that we slip
on every morning with our loafers and
drink up with our Starbucks coffee.
And the prevalence, many would
claim, has bred complacency. Isn‘t it
clear that the problem is just the opposite? We value freedom … possibly too
much.
Some are willing to kill an infant, ignoring the morality of that, as long as
their choice has been protected. Many
are willing to perform sexual favors in
front of a cheap camcorder and believe
this is empowering … because they
chose this scene.
Perhaps the explanation is as simple
as “the end justiﬁes the means.” If I
chose this decision, the decision becomes empowering, or “right,” or at
least justiﬁable; and this is not an exclusively secular phenomenon.
Just this week, I comforted a friend
by suggesting that because she made a
poor decision of her own volition, outside of environmental inﬂuence and
peer pressure, some good has come of
it.
Perhaps, though, the most disturbing
thing is not the lack of conviction but

the lack of consequences.
In the past, choice was a means to exercise responsibility; now, it has become
a way to avoid it. Not too long ago, the
sentence, “I chose to have sex with this
man outside of wedlock,“ would have
been a confession, but today this can be
seen as a reason.
I was looking at a website on the third
wave of feminism, called post-feminism. Many individuals in this group
challenge the dichotomy of right and
wrong, claiming that it is not the existence of such things as abortion, pornography or derogatory language, but
rather the inexistence of our choice that
threatens our rights.
And so rap stars put the N word in
their songs, women send out sex tapes
and women abort their babies. And
they all excuse their actions by saying
that they “chose it themselves.” As long
as we made the choice on our own, we
can right the wrong.
2,531,120. The number of men willing to die for our freedom. 45,000,000.
The number of legal abortions since
1973. 3,075. The number of dollars
spent on pornography … per second. Is
this really what freedom has become in
our minds?

On the freedom of choice

By Holly Murphy
Columnist
Scene 1: The nurse hands the doctor a
curette from his sterilized cart. She tells
the 16-year-old girl in front of her, “This
won‘t take too long.” The girl shivers as
the doctor performs the procedure.
She knows what is happening. Scraping off some embryo, simple procedure,
and everything will be back to normal.
As if life is as simple as a paper cut out
— sever off all the pieces you don’t want
anymore.
Scene 2: The man holding a camcorder has greasy hair, an open shirt and an
unshaved chest. He motions for her to
sit like this. Move like this. Look at him
like this. She sits like that. Moves like
that. Looks at him like that. The tape
goes out, ﬁlling up the nights of widowed grandfathers, 13-year-old boys,
married men.

This letter is written to the guy at Wednesday’s “Sex and
the Cornﬁelds” event who condemned girls at Taylor for
“condoning” magazines like Cosmopolitan and Maxim.
While it’s true that women passively (or actively) condone
the existence of such magazines, I would argue that men
also “condone,” even promote, the continued existence
of such magazines and that men’s promotion of them is
much more powerful than that of women.
I would like to ask the guy who made the comment and
every other guy: When you look at a girl and mentally
evaluate whether or not she is attractive, to what are you
comparing her? Is it not the feminine ideal propagated by
the magazines of a woman with a ridiculously small waist,
curvy hips and big breasts?
Nowhere in the Bible does God give us a standard of
physical beauty. In fact, I would argue that physical attractiveness – as we understand it – is totally irrelevant to
God. If He judged us by our looks, He would have created
us to all look the same.
So long as men look for that surreal, hyper-sexualized
feminine ideal from magazines and movies, women will
always want to be that ideal. Therefore, until (Christian)

men in this country actually evaluate their potential
spouses using God’s standards of beauty, women will forever be held as slaves to the ridiculous standards put forth
by Cosmo.
Knowing how God sees me can have no effect on the way
I live my life – except for giving me warm fuzzies when I
think about God – so long as those around me continue to
judge me by the world’s standard.
The guy who chastised girls for condoning Cosmo and
Maxim mentioned how his heart broke for a young girl
he knew from a church internship who was reading these
kinds of magazines.
His heart broke for a girl who was ﬁlling her mind with
this world’s lies about her identity and worth — lies that
guys promulgate when they decide whether or not she’s
pretty. Knowing that I am “God’s little girl” will be meaningless in my life and that of that little girl until God’s
people afﬁrm the things of God and not men. Until then,
none of us will be free of the devil’s lies about sex and
sexuality.
P.S. Maxim is a men’s magazine.
- Katie Wood, Senior

After reading the column entitled “Christians and Israel,” I felt obliged to write this letter. Although I do not
agree with everything that Israel does in regards to the
Palestinians, I disagree that it is as malevolent as Stephen Groves has made it out to be.
Before I continue though, I would like to mention that
in his article, Groves said, “…if the tactics used by Israel
were used by any other nation, the United Nations would
be decrying their foul, inhumane tactics.” I suppose that
Groves does not realize that the UN already frequently
condemns Israel.
The problem I have with condemning Israel is that
it ignores that there are Palestinians who consider it a
religious obligation to kill Jews. Certainly, not all Palestinians are terrorists, but how is Israel to defend itself
from those who are a threat? If you watch Hamas television programs, it is easy to see why Israel distrusts Palestinians, although, unfortunately, this distrust has led
to innocent Palestinians suffering at the expense of the
guilty.
If a group of people in the U.S. began performing terrorist attacks throughout the country, I doubt that the
U.S. would be passive about it. By studying history, we

know that the U.S. placed Japanese Americans in internment camps after Pearl Harbor was bombed in 1941, although most of these people had nothing to do with the
attack.
Even now, the U.S. is building a fence on its southwestern border to keep out Mexicans. I am not trying to justify or denounce the U.S. or Israel’s actions, but I want to
emphasize the complexity of the issue.
Before I conclude, I would like to question whether antiSemitism is the sole reason why Jewish people have been
persecuted and shunned throughout the centuries. In the
ESV, Jeremiah 31:35-36 says, “Thus says the Lord, who
gives the sun for light by day and the ﬁxed order of the
moon and the stars for light by night, who stirs up the sea
so that its waves roar … if this ﬁxed order departs from
before me, declares the LORD, then shall the offspring of
Israel cease from being a nation before me forever.”
These verses raise the possibility that perhaps a spiritual battle exists to eradicate the Jews in order to cause
God’s promise to be broken and therefore prove that God
does not exist. Is it a coincidence that Israel, a nation that
is constantly criticized, is Jewish?
- Esther Lang, Sophomore
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Softball starts season strong
By Julia Berger
Senior Editor
Despite unfavorable weather
conditions, the softball team
took advantage of every opportunity to practice indoors and
has started the season with a
3-1 record.
The team traveled to IU
Southeast University to open
the season in a tournament. After dropping the ﬁrst game in a
well-fought battle, the women
came together as a team to win
the next three.
“Our ﬁrst game out was a little
rough, there’s nothing quite like
being out on the dirt after being
in the KSAC since January,”
junior Maggie Burns said. “We
got down right away against
Grace, but we came back and
battled, just not hard enough.
We showed that we could ﬁght
and that even if we are down we
aren’t out. That’s something we
lacked last year, we couldn’t ﬁnish.”
Offense and defense played
crucial roles in the Trojans’ success in the tournament.
“I was pleased at our performance at the IU Southeast
tournament,” head coach Robin
Lockridge said. “We defeated a
team with a pre-season ranking
in the top 25 (IUS) and a freshman pitcher, [Holly Tomaszewski], had 16 strikeouts in her

week in review

Timmy Huynh

Captains Maggie Burns and Liz Lewellen hope to continue to build upon the softball team’s
3-1 record after last weekend at the IU Southeast Tournament.
college debut.”
This tournament is one of the
ﬁrst opportunities the team has
had to play in the open air and
it proved to be enjoyable.
“My expectations were high
going into the tournament. We
worked hard over the winter
months,” senior Liz Lewellen
said. “I feel that we were all really excited to be outside.”
Taylor’s pitching team included freshman Andrea Schaefer,
senior Jessica Fankhauser,

Tomaszewski and freshman
Sarah Heath for a combined total of 33 strikeouts.
Coming off strong pitching
and defensive performances,
Lockridge is optimistic about
competing with the teams they
will face in the future and hopes
to continue the improvement
and consistency on offense.
Burns carried out the desire for an effective offense
when she went 5-5 at the plate
on both of Saturday’s games

against Blueﬁeld State College.
While pleased with her batting
success, Burns said she still has
a lot of room to improve in the
upcoming games.
With a solid beginning to the
season, Lockridge is anticipating solid performances from
her team.
“I’m looking forward to seeing what this team can accomplish,” Lockridge said. “The
team is young, but strong and
excited to play ball.”

Women’s B-ball ends in Iowa
By Andrew Morgan
Sports Co-Editor
Women’s basketball concluded their season in the NAIA
National tournament with a
ﬁrst-round loss to the secondseeded Cedarville University
Yellow Jackets, 75-50 on March
11. The Lady Trojans failed to
escape a deep deﬁcit generated
by a low shooting percentage,
missed rebounds and an offensive Yellow Jacket barrage from
beyond the three point line.
Despite the loss, the young
Trojan team was able to learn
from the matchup in the highest level of competition in the
NAIA. Rattled by multiple injuries throughout the season, the
national tournament provided

the Lady Trojans a platform to
continue to build from in the off
season.
“Since these younger players
had an opportunity to see what
types of teams make it to the
NAIA national tournament …
they now can now better grasp
what it means to be fully invested into a program,” head coach
Tena Krause said.
The ﬁrst half opened with the
Yellow Jackets lighting up the
score board with seven threepointers and a 13-0 run against
the Lady Trojans.
“We struggled to ﬁnd their
guards, and they were able to
get a lot of wide open looks,”
junior center/forward Allison
Reece said.
The Yellow Jackets continued

to extend their lead in the opening half, shooting 43.5 percent
from ﬁeld goal range, while the
Trojans shot just 31 percent.
Second chances were a big factor, as the Trojans were outrebounded 20-9 in offensive
boards by the end of the game.
The Trojans continued to
struggle in the second half as
the gap eventually grew to 36
points and the score to 72-36
with about seven minutes left in
regulation. However, the Lady
Trojans found a late second
breath and exploded for a ﬁnal
14-3 run that sealed the game
75-50, Yellow Jackets.
The team’s only senior, center/forward Bethany Ballard,
ﬁnished her last game as a Lady
Trojan with seven points, two

rebounds and two steals. Suffering from injuries earlier in
the season, Ballard’s play time
was reduced to only 19 minutes.
“Obviously, I’m sad that my
basketball career is over. Being
a part of this team for the past
four years has been a blessing
to me in so many ways beyond
the basketball court,” Ballard
said.
The Lady Trojans ﬁnished
their season 17-12 (9-7 MCC).
“I have high expectations for
our team next year,” Reece said.
“We are so capable of doing well
in the conference, and I fully
expect us to go to the National
Tournament again.”

Men’s Lacrosse
(2-2)
The Taylor men’s lacrosse
team opened their season
with a 12-7 win over Butler
during Wednesday night’s
scrimmage. The team got
out to a strong 3-0 lead, and
maintained control throughout the rest of the game.
Sophomore midﬁelder Brian
Fraiz led the team with ﬁve
goals, and senior attack Chey
West and freshman attack
Chris Baker each added two
goals.
Upcoming games:
3/19
7 p.m. at Miami University
3/20
West Virginia University
(Times TBA)
3/26
7:30 p.m. at
Dayton University
Golf
The golf team took third
place in the Big Blue Spring
Opener, which took place at
Milikin College in Decatur,
Illinois on March 12-13.
Upcoming games:
4/2-4/3
12 p.m./9 a.m. Illinois
Wesleyan Invitational, Ironwood Golf Course
Softball
(4-2, 0-0)
Softball split a doubleheader
at St. Joseph’s College, winning their ﬁrst game 8-4
in nine innings and losing
their second game 8-0 in six
innings. The softball team’s
record now stands at 4-2
Upcoming games:
3/23
3 p.m. at Indiana Wesleyan

Baseball
(12-3, 0-0)
Baseball has increased their
winning streak to seven games
after a home doubleheader
against Manchester College
(2-1 (9), 10-2) on March 16 and
another home victory against
Deﬁance College 7-2 on March
17. Baseball’s record is now
12-3.
Upcoming games:
3/20-3/23
1 p.m. vs. Siena Heights University/1 p.m. vs. Grace College
Women’s Track & Field
Freshman Henrietta Carey
ran the 60-meter dash in 7.94
seconds to ﬁnish third in her
heat at the NAIA Indoor Track
Nationals. Junior Morgan
Achteroff ran the 600-meter
dash in 1:42.99.
Upcoming meets:
3/20
11 a.m. Wabash Relays

Men’s Track & Field
The men’s distance medley
relay team placed seventh in
the NAIA Indoor Track Nationals with a time of 10:14:39.
The team was composed of
juniors Brian Tencher, Nate
Kirsch, Isaac Bryan and Bryan
Allingham. Bryan also ran in
the 800-meter race with a time
of 4:44.22.
Upcoming meets:
3/20
11 a.m. Wabash Relays
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Baseball extends wins streak to 7

Timmy Huynh

Sophomore catcher Rhett Goodmiller slides into third for a
triple during Wednesday’s 7-2 win over Deﬁance College.

By Daniel Morrill
Contributor
After an exciting doubleheader sweep that featured a
Taylor Luna walk off home run
against Manchester College
on Tuesday, Taylor’s baseball
team looked to continue their
hot streak against Deﬁance Col-

lege on Wednesday. Taylor (123) pounded out 11 hits on their
way to a 7-2 victory, their seventh in a row.
After being retired in order
in the ﬁrst inning, ﬁrst baseman Ryne Otis jumpstarted the
Trojans’ offense in the second
inning with a lead off double.

After Taylor Luna reached on
an error, designated hitter Jordan Coffey doubled in Otis and
advanced Luna to third.
A walk to Michael Nassar
brought Chuck Weaver to the
plate with the bases loaded and
no one out. Weaver proceeded
to draw a walk, plating Luna as
the Trojans’ second run. A sacriﬁce ﬂy by Luke Hofsommer
then scored Coffey for the third
run.
Back-to-back singles later in
the inning by Rhett Goodmiller
and Michael Kraynak plated
two more runs and gave the
Trojans a 5-1 lead after two innings.
Chuck Weaver added another
RBI with a sac ﬂy in the third
inning. The Trojans added their
ﬁnal run in the seventh when
Kraynak’s single knocked in
Goodmiller, who had tripled in
the previous at bat.
Defensively, Taylor played
eight straight innings of errorless ball after a ﬁrst inning
error led to the only run that
starting pitcher Travis Carsten
surrendered.
“We are deﬁnitely getting
better defensively,” said head
coach Kyle Gould. “The pitching has been good all year, and
we are starting to really solidify
behind our pitchers.”

Carsten has been a big part
of why the pitching has been
so good thus far this season.
Carsten threw six innings
against Deﬁance on Wednesday, giving up only one unearned run on ﬁve hits while
striking out three and improving to 4-0 on the season.
“[Carsten] has been great all
year,” said Gould. “Today, he
went six innings on only 64
pitches. Every time he pitches,
we have a great chance to win.”
Deﬁance threatened in the top
of the seventh, leading off the
inning with back-to-back singles. But catcher Rhett Goodmiller picked Deﬁance’s Matthew Chidester off ﬁrst base for
the ﬁrst out, and pitcher Caleb
Stertzer induced two ﬂy outs to
end the threat.
Taylor Luna came on for the
Trojans and pitched a perfect
eighth. Deﬁance threatened
again in the top of the ninth,
scoring a run and starting the
inning with three straight hits.
But Luna got two groundball
outs before striking out pinch
hitter Levi Pauli looking to end
the contest.
Taylor hosts a double-header
tomorrow against Siena Heights
University starting at 1 p.m. before beginning conference play
Tuesday at home versus Grace.
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Name: Steve Stallings
Hometown: Dallas, Texas
Location on campus: Third Center Wengatz
Nickname(s): Stevo and Spanky
Favorite Color: Crayola Robin’s Egg Blue
Favorite Cartoon: Baloo from “Jungle Book”
Favorite Quote: “Never throughout history has a man who lived
a life of ease left a name worth remembering.” - Teddy Roosevelt
Favorite Movie: “The Life Aquatic” with Steve Zissou
Favorite Band/Musician: Currently - The Flaming Lips, Alltime - Mr. Bob Dylan
Favorite Sports Team: Colts
Favorite wing member: Bryce Wilson-Daugherty-Johnson
Most memorable athletic moment: Leaping from the freethrow line, off Jake Fulton’s back in a Cyclops’ basketball game to
throw down a fresh dunk.
Favorite TV show: “Planet Earth”
Favorite Number and why: Three - It is slimming, like vertical
lines when worn properly
Weirdest place you’ve been: Went to the moon once ... it’s in
Pennsylvania
Funniest Teammate: Colton Martinez
Favorite thing about TU Lacrosse: Road trips and stretching
- always ridiculous

